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HP Stream 11 Notebook*

Small Form Factor
11.6 Screen displays (1366x768) screen resolution

Battery that lasts
With up to 8 hours and 15 minutes of battery life, you can focus on what you’re doing without worrying about recharging.

5 GHz Wi-Fi
This Laptop can connect to the Schools Network using the laptops inbuilt AC Wi-Fi capabilities

PRICE RANGE
$296 - $348*


*Models listed are a guide and indication only of what’s proven to work effectively and without issue on the schools network.
Choosing a device

The first thing is to make sure it’s compatible with your school’s network system. All laptops on these pages are compatible with the Albion Park Wi-Fi Network BYOD system.

Wireless compatibility

BYO devices need to be compatible with standard Wi-Fi (802.11 a/b/g/n/ac), ideally the latest 5GHz 802.11ac standard.

Battery life

Look for battery life that will get you through the school day. We recommend a minimum of five to eight hours.

Processor power and graphics

You only really need to worry about this for demanding applications like video editing and rendering, high-end design or heavy-duty number-crunching (like rocket science).

For more typical student work like essays, web research, lower-level math and stats, any of the laptop models can do a good to excellent job.
LENOVO FLEX 3 11 INCH DUAL-MODE LAPTOP

360° Flexibility for Unmatched Adaptability
● Built to Entertain, Ready to Produce
● Incredibly Slim, Light & Stylish Design
● Vibrant 11” Display with 10-Point Multi-touch
● Up to 5 Hours’ Battery Life on a Single Charge

PRICING

$569 - $650*

Processor
Intel Celeron N2840 processor (2.16GHz 1333MHz 1MB)

Hard Drive
500GB 5400 rpm

Wireless
Intel Dual Band Wireless-AC 3160

Memory
4.0GB PC3-10600 DDR3L 1333MHz


*Models listed are a guide and indication only of what’s proven to work effectively and without issue on the schools network.
Lenovo ThinkPad 11e*

DURABLE, SMART CHROMEBOOK, PERFECT FOR SCHOOL

Rugged Construction
A rubber bumper around the top cover absorbs the force of side bumps. The corners are 50 percent stronger, to reduce damage when dropped at an angle. The bezel is thicker, to protect the LCD panel, and a stronger rear cover reduces accidental LCD damage. The hinges and brackets have been strengthened, to last 50,000 cycles and to withstand more force to the cover.

PRICE RANGE
$700 - $750*

Processor:
Intel® Celeron® Processor N2920 (2M Cache, up to 2.00 GHz)

Hard Drive:
128GB SSD

Memory:
4.0GB

Operating System:
Windows 8.1 64

5 GHz Wi-Fi
This Laptop can connect to the Schools Network using the laptops inbuilt AC Wi-Fi capabilities

Please Note 'This option has been included for interested families but there is no need to purchase a device at this price.'


*Models listed are a guide and indication only of what’s proven to work effectively and without issue on the schools network.